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Remarks on land and land distribution

• Unequal land holdings give rise to land rental markets

• Land rental markets can be inefficient

• Two sources of inefficiency:

– i) work incentives and risk bearing (as long as the worker does not receive his

full marginal contribution, he may put in to little effort)

– ii) productivity and the land rent (output in agriculture can depend on who

receives the land rent – as higher income to the tiller can raise her ability to

work)

Rental contracts

Let Π be the surplus to the land owner, Y agriculturoral outpu on the land he owns,

Π = αY + F (1)

then we have
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• a fixed rent contract if α = 0 and F > 0

• share cropping if α ∈ (0, 1) and F = 0

• wage contract if α = 1 and F = −w (the wage)

We discuss share cropping and fix rentals below focusing first on work incentives, next on

productivity and the access to the surplus.

Is share cropping efficient?

Let us first disregard risks. The simple Marshallian theory says that share cropping

is inefficient because the tiller only receives a share of her marginal productivity. The

share going to the tiller is fixed according to tradition. Does this simple result survive in

situations where

• first, the landowner sets the share α that goes to the tiller

• second, the tiller decides how hard to work

This is a simple game.

We consider a peasant with preferences V (w, e) over income w and effort e with V =

U(w) − c(e), where U(w) is a concave utility function; w = αf(e) the earnings of the

peasant with f(e), f ′ > 0, and f ′′ < 0; and c(e) his or her convex effort costs. With

earnings w = αf(e) we insist on a meaningful set-up where a higher share to the peasant

implies higher work effort (if that was not true who would introduce share cropping?):

The peasant choses e for a given α implying the first order condition

V ′ = U ′(w)αf ′(e)− c′(e) = 0 where V ′′ < 0 (2)

de

dα
=

1

−V ′′ [U
′(w)f ′(e)(1− µ)] where µ = −U ′′(w)w

U ′(w)
(3)

Accordingly, µ < 1 leads to de/dα > 0. With this assumption we have that the peasant

response is an increasing function of the share α written as e(α).
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The land owner choses α to maximize his surplus on the land Π = (1− α)f(e) given

(2) and (3), implying that

−f + (1− α)f ′de(α)/dα) = 0 (4)

Is this determination of e and α Pareo-efficient? To convince you self that it is not, draw

again the determination of effort and the share in a diagram with e on the horizontal axis

and α on the vertical axis, presented in the lecture.

To see it analytically, notice that the land owner is indifferent to changes in α and e

that satisfy −fdα+ (1− α)f ′de = 0 , and similarly the peasant is better of if he obtains

changes that makes [U ′αf ′− c′]de+U ′fdα positive. Now, inserting the first in the latter,

and evaluating it around e = e∗, determined by the first order condition to the peasant

V ′(e∗) = 0, we obtain

[U ′(w)(αf(e∗))f ′(e∗)− c(e∗)]de > 0 with (1− α)f ′de = fdα (5)

Hence, the peasant can be made better off without making the land owner worse off.

Clearly, the decentralized determination of α and e cannot be Pareto-efficient. Both sides

can be made better off. But any such new par of α and e is not incentive compatible.

It cannot be implemented in a decentralized manner where the peasant decides his work

effort – unless additional opportunities for punishing divinations.

Discussion:

• Can the landowner and the peasant both gain from a transaction where the land

owner sells the land to the peasant? If so, give some reasons why these possible

gains from trade are not realized.

• Compromise between work incentives and insurance: Consider table 1: Wage con-

tract provides little work incentives for the tiller, but also little exposure to risks.
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Table 1: Effort and insurance

Mode Wage labor Share cropping Fixed rental
Work incentives Low Middle High
Insurance for the worker High Middle Low

A fix rent contract, in contrast, provide high work incentives for the tiller, but also

a high exposure to risks r since he must pay a fixed land rent no matter what the

output is. A share cropping contract offers a compromise between work incentives

and insurance. Perhaps this is why it has been so much used all of the world? Is

inefficient work organization in agriculture a substitute for the lack of reasonable

formal insurance arrangements?

• In a recent (recent relative to Adam Smith and Alfred Marshall) article Martin Gar-

ret and Zhenhui Xu (2003) discuss the North American experience of sharecropping:

”Efficiency of Sharecropping: Evidence from Postbellum South”. They claim, after

a long empirical exercise, that ”this study helps explain why landlords and tenants

in the postbellum South chose sharecropping over other forms of production ... and

that a combination of landlord expertise and sharecropping labor results in greater

efficiency than other types of tenure systems..”(p 594). The empirical investigation

is interesting and goes somewhat against our emphasis – and that of Adam Smith

and Alfred Marshall. Check it up!

– Their claim is also worth discussing – there are similar claims in the literature.

But: What kind of expertise is it that the present landlords may have that

the present sharecroppers cannot acquire if they took over the land? Are some

people simply born better than others? If so, how comes that just they own

the land?

Landownership and work capability

We now focus on a case where a farmer’s ability to work depends on his income, or more

generally his resources. With I indicating income and a the ability to work — that is his

strength, work capacity, including access to other inputs that his income allows him to
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buy – we have

a =


0, for I ≤ I0

g(I) for I ≥ I0 with g′(I) > 0, g′′(I) < 0

(6)

We consider a three class society. The total area of high quality agriculture land T is

given:

• there is a number of NL of landless workers with no units of land, kL = 0,

• there is a number of NS of small-holders, each with kS > 0 units of land,

• there is a small number of rich landlords who own the rest of the land T −NSkS

We are interested in the income of a farmer of type i = S, L who work ti units of land

and rents in (ti − ki) units of land. Let the rental price be R and the production function

be F (ai, ti). Since all land has the same quality, F (ai, ti) has constant returns to scale, a

doubling of both inputs (labor and land) doubles the output. His income is

Ii = max
ti

F (ai, ti)−R(ti − ki)R = ai[max
ti/ai

F (1, ti/ai)−R(ti/ai)] +Rki ≡ aiQ(R) +Rki

(7)

Here Q(R) is the factor price frontier defining the labor income per unit of efficient labor

as a function of the rental price R. For small-holders, there is an implicit income from

land ownership RkS.

Inserting (7) into (6) we obtain the

ai = g(aiQ(R) +Rki) for i = S, L (8)

Equation (8) has either one, two or zero solutions with Ii > 0. We define R = RL as the

maximum land rent that a landless farmer can pay and stay productive in agriculture.

A higher rental price than RL would imply g(aLQ(R)) < aL and working capacity would
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decline producing lower income and further declines in work ability. Let us normalize the

work capacity of a landless farmer who pays RL for a∗L = 1 and let Q(RL) = Q∗, implying

g(Q∗) = 1.

Notice that with R = RL a small-holder has higher income than Q∗ and thus higher

work capacity aS > 1. Hence, he earns more and can compete more efficiently than the

landless to obtain a rental contract on the land. There is also a maximum land rent that

small-holders can pay RS > RL – but since somebody has to farm the land, we focus on

cases where the land rent is low enough so that small-holders always remain productive.

I show:

1. In a land scare regime where R > RL, all landless people are poor and excluded

from agriculture.

2. A redistribution of land from landlords to landless people reduces poverty, increases

agricultural output.

3. A redistribution of land from landlords to small-holders, increases agricultural out-

put, but leaves the level of poverty unchanged.

The intermediate level of land scarcity

With more land T ≥ T1 where T1 is determined by F2(aSNS, T1) = RL we have R = RL

as long as T < T2 where T2 is determined by F2(aSNS + aLNL, T2) = RL. In this regime

there is access demand for land, but the rental price cannot increase. Excess demand

means rationing. All landless people NL want to rent land, but not all of them can The

number of actual landless who rent land is (LL < NL (see below).

1. A redistribution of land from landlords to landless means that agricultural produc-

tion remains constant, but poverty increase as more of those who remain landless

are excluded from agriculture.

2. A redistribution of land from landlords to small-holders means that agricultural

production remains constant, but poverty increase as more land to small-holders

displaces some landless from agriculture, see below).
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In the intermediate land-scarce case, we have T ∈ [T1, T2). Let us again use the normal-

ization of productivity measures such that Q(RL) = Q∗ and g(Q∗) = 1, meaning that

aL ≡ 1 when Q∗ = Q(RL).

Generally, since all who rents land maximize F (1, ti/ai) − Q(R)(ti/ai), we have that

F2(1, ti/ai) = R on all plots of land. In other words, the land labor ratio is the same on all

farms and on all plots. In the aggregates we must therefore have that (ti/ai) = T/E for

all i = S, L, where E = aSNS + aLLL with LL ≤ NL. Finally, since all land has the same

quality, we have constant returns to scale in the production function F (a, t) implying that

the marginal productivity function is homogeneous of degree zero in a and t.

From all this we have that, in the intermediate land scare case with R = RL, the

following relationship must hold

F2(E, T ) = RL with E = aSNS + aLLL (9)

These equations show that with the intermediate land scarcity the rental price R = RL

and total use of labor in efficiency units E is determined by from the equation

E = aSNS + aLLL (10)

where the left-hand side is given. Since, as > aL, we can derive the displacement effects

of any reform that takes land from the landlords and allocates it either to increase kS

as small-holders receive more land, or to increase NS (and reduce NL) by giving land to

landless transforming them to become part of the small-holders.

Land-rich societies

In land rich regime R < RL and everybody can work in commercial agriculture. Never-

theless, a land reform that redistribute land from land lords to either small-holders or to

landless people increase agricultural output. There is no displacement effects.
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Actual poverty and under-nutrition can be completely unnecessary

Let us first define the smallest amount of land T = T̂ that can feed everybody at a level,

sustaining their productivity. Total production must be high enough so everybody can

get Q = Q∗ (we neglect the consumption of the landlords who are in such low number

anyway). Hence, the lowest amount of land that can feed everybody T̂ must satisfy

F (NS +NL, T̂ ) = [NS +NL]Q
∗ (11)

where I’ve used that at Ii = Q∗ we have ai = 1.

The claim: in the interval T ∈ [T̂ , T2] inequality of land leads to unnecessary poverty

and under-nutrition. Consider T = T2, for instance. With so much land total production

in agriculture must exceed necessary consumption, since

F (asNS + aLNL, T2) = aSNSQ(RL) + aLQ(RL) +RL (12)

saying that total production must equal the sum of total labor income and total land

rent. For a tiny bit lower land available, we have that in equilibrium LL < NL and the

difference NL−LL must be poor and undernourished. hence, under-nutrition and poverty

can result even though a much lower amount of land would be able of feed everybody if

all land was allocated equally to everybody with T/(NS + NL) units of land to each. In

the interval T̂ ≤ T < T2 all poverty and undernourishment is unnecessary and caused by

inequality of land ownership.
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Appendix: Land rentals versus Wage labor

Land rental market: We have discussed a rental market for land and focused on cases

where T < T2. The mathematical equations that determine the equilibrium are

Ii = aimax
ti/aI

[F (1, ti/ai)− rti/ai] + kiR for i = S, L (13)

ai = g(Ii) for i = S, L (14)

F2(E, T ) = R (15)

E = aSNS + aLLL (16)

LL


= 0 if R > RL

∈ [0, Nl] if R = RL

(17)

Here (13) and (14) constitute four equations. (15) and (16) constitute two equations.

(17) constitutes one equation, saying that either LL = 0, or R = RL. So we have all in

all seven equations determining the seven variables IS, IL, aS, aL, E, R, LL.

Wage labor market: If agriculture production is organized with wage labor and the

going wage is w, each farm of an arbitrary size tj would employ labor, or more correctly

would operate with a labor/land ratio ej/tj, such that

Πj = tj max
ej/tj

F (ej/tj, 1)− wej/tj] ≡ tjπ(w) where π′(w) < 0 (18)

The lowest income that can sustain one’s work ability a is the income I that minimizes

income per efficiecy unit of labor: minI I/g(I) implying that I = I∗ determined by

I∗g′(I∗)/g(I∗) = 1 . Again, we normalize the ability level at I = I∗ to be a∗ = 1. For a

wage earner with no land, w∗ = I∗ constitute a minimum wage below which he cannot

work and remain productive.

Clearly, the income with the highest rental price that a landless farmer can pay, must

equal the lowest wage that he can sell his labor power for and remain productive. Hence,

Q(RL) = w∗ and generally Q(R) = w.
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To see more of the details, let e/t be the optimal labor land ratio on all farms which

must be equal to the relative aggregate levels e/t = E/T . From (18) we have

w = F1(e, t) = F1(E, T ) = w (19)

Observe also than that

π(w) = F (E/T, 1)− w(E/T ) =
1

T
[F (E, T )− wE] (20)

Now, since, F1E + F2T = F (E, T ) because of constant returns and F2 = R in the land

rental case and F1 = w in the wage labor case, we can derive the equality across the two

regimes: π(w) = R.

So, we have

E = aSNS + LL (21)

where

LL


= 0 if w < w∗

∈ [0, NL] if w = w∗
(22)

IS = aSw + ksπ(w) and aS = g(IS) (23)

IL = aLw with aL = g(IL) and 1 = g(w∗) (24)

Inspecting the equations in the two cases demonstrates that the cases where i) farmers

hire land from landlords and ii) landlords hire workers on their big estates in principle

are identical and must give us the same results. Any mixture of the two systems (like we

have seen in for instance Brazil) would also in principle generate the same results. Land
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reforms in the two cases would also have the same effects.
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